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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1941

NO. 34

185 Seniors Get Degrees At Commencement Friday
Smith Announces Four Plays
To Be Produced Next Year

- Signs "30" -

The Year - - - In Review

- Speaker -

Looking back over another year
at Bowling Green State University we can see sparkling formals,
hard fought athletic contests,
dates, smokers and rush parties.
Undoubtedly at this moment,
the single memory that stands out
in the average student's mind is
exam week, but read on below and
recall some of the things that made
this year a happy and fill one.

"School For Husbands," "Family Portrait," "The
Male Animal" And A Murder Mystery Slated
For University Players
Four smash-hits are scheduled for production next year
by the University Players, campus dramatics group, according to Elden T. Smith. Variety in the character of the
plays was one of the considerations in the selection of the
group, Mr. Smith said. The list is rather definite, but unforseen difficulties may subject it to change.

Midland College Prexy Will
Give Address June 6 At 4
Exercises May Be In Amphitheatre; 193 Degrees To
Be Given; Dudley White Will Present
Two Honorary Degrees
Dr. Fred C. Weigrman, president of Midland college and
Western Theological seminary, Fremont, Kansas, will address 185 graduating seniors at the annual commencement
exercises to be held Friday at 4 p. m. in the amphitheatre.
Dr. Weigman will speak on "The Grasshopper View of
Human Life."
Dr. Weigman, according to
President F. J. Prout, is one of the

Sept. 16 ... .
One of three horror-filled, mur-f"
More than 600 freshmen regisder mysteries will launch the seater, bringing total registration of
son in November. It will be eiththe week to over 1600 as 26 new
outstanding speakers of
the
ei the current Broadway hit in
instructors assume official duties
Middlewest. He holds three dewhich Boris Karloff steals the
on the university faculty.
grees, including an A. B. from
show, "Arsenic and Old Lace";
Midland college, a B. D. from
Oct. 9 . . . .
TONY FRANCES
Night Must Fall," which features
Wittenberg college.
Helen Sturgeon, Seven Sister,
a stray human head in a hat box;,
The commencement program
Editor of the Bee Gee N«w> for is elected Homecoming Queen in
fires C- HJIZ.GM*N
or "Invitation to a Murder," which Banquet To Be .Held At thra© ••masters and one summer the annual fall election which also
Students May Apply For will be held in the outdoor theatre
this year had a sensational run at
•- • • —■
if it does not rain, in which case it
session, Tsny Fraacas, today signs names Pat O'Hara freshman prexy
Kohl Tomorrow
Work At Employment
the Cleveland Playhouse.
will be held in the university audi"30", newspaper symbol for the in a hotly contested campaign.
Night
Service
In
B.
G.
"Family Portrait," by Lenorr
torium. The procession preceding
and, that's all, finish.
Oct. 4 . . . .
Coffee and William Joyce Cowen,
the commencement exercises will
Frances held the position as the
Twenty freshmen pull 20 sophoMembers of the staffs of stu- News head longer than any other mores through 10 feet of mud and
The National Youth Adminis- form in the Recreation hall and
was first produced in 1939 at the
tration is going to be able to make march from there to the amphiMorosco Theatre, in New York dent publications, the Board of editor and was the first editor of , water in the annual tug-o-war at
available several hundred jobs for theatre, north of Williams m.ll
City. It is of a religious nature, Publications, and guests will at- the News to receive an All-Araeri- the university pond.
youth between the ages of 16 and At the close of the txercises there
and it takes for its theme Christ's tend the first annual publications can rating by the Associated Col- Oct. 18 . . .
C. D. Fox, Moorhead Will 25, after the close of school. These will
be a recessional from the
words, "A prophet it not without banquet in the lounge of Kohl Hall I |r-IBte pr«M.
More than 1000 alumni were enat
6:15
tomorrow
night.
honor, but in his own country, and
Richard Dunipaca, present sports tertained in the three day annual Talk At 6 o'clock Feast; jobs at present are for 70 hours theatre to the Circle, in front of
of
work
per
month
for
$18.20,
among his own kin, and in his own
the Administration bui'ding.
Jesse J. Currier, chairman of the editor, has bean named by the Homecoming celebration. Dr. W.
Zaugg Plant
with t% of the workers eligible
house." "Family Portrait" deals board, is in charge of the program Board of Publications to succeed A. Zaugg is chairman of the comA total of 193 degrees wi'l be
to
receive
$24.50
after
their
first
with Christ's family and its at- for the dinner. For the first time him. Dunipaca will take over in mittee which arranged No. 1 progiven to 185 graduates at the comWithin an hour after members
month
of
work.
mencement
exercises. Two hontitude toward His work.
The in the history of the university, September.
gram including two bands at two of the graduating class receive
Any young person" 16 years of orary doctor'* degrees will be
family, with the exception of senior staff members on both the
their degrees they will be weldances in two gyms.
Mary, believes that it has been Bee Gee News and the Key will
comed into the university's Alumni age or more is eligible to make ap- awarded. Eight grad; ates will rtOct. 23 ... .
disgraced. After its success on be rewarded with gold keys, Mr.
Student Council rejects the pro- Association at the annual alumni plication. NY*\ interviewers will ceive two degrees.
Broadway, the play was produced Currier stated. The awards will
The degree of lachelor of
posal of the 1941 Key staff to con- dinner at Kohl hall Friday at 6 he at the Ohio State Employment
Service in Bowling Green on any science in Education will be
this year in amateur theatres all be made at the banquet by Mr.
duct an all-campus election to o'clock.
over the country.
Dr. John Currier.
With a number of new features Tuesday afternoon from 1:30 to awarded to 144 seniors, bachelor
name "outstanding personalities"
H.tynes Holmes snys of "Family
of arts to 25, bachelor of sclcr.ee
on the grounds that it would not planned by a committee headed by 4:00.
Speakers for the evening will
There
will
be
a
two
dollar
penSome of the work opportunities in Business Administration to 17.
Portrait:" "It is beautiful, ex- be Anthony A. Frances, editor of
be fair and would not select out- Dr. W. A. Zaugg, and following
alty
on
deferred
tuition
fees,
acavailable
include
machine
shop,
quisite, trtmendously moving. I the Bee Gee News; President
bachelor of science to four, and
closely the release of the first
standing students.
feel that it ought to be perpetuat- Frank J. Prout, and Don Rager, cording to action recently taken Nov 1 . . . \
Alumni Bulletin, the alumni get- welding, woodworking, radio, master of arts to •.hrce.
by the University Board of Trusdrafting,
sheet
metal,
auto
meWalter F, Kirk, Oak Harbor.
ed, like the Obernmagau Passion editor of the Key.
Dimitri Kunch, Jesse Mittleman together this year is expected to
tees, President Frank J. Prout anchanics, sign painting, concrete and William E. Levis will be givPluy. and to be given a run every
Intending to make the banquet nounced this week. The new rul- and Lawrence Kuhl star in Elden surpass any previous Alumni Day work, electricity, stock clerks,
senson."
en honorary degrees: Mr. Kirk the
T. Smith's first production of the celebration. Invitations have gone
traditional, it is planned next year ing will go into effect this fall.
out to 1500 graduates and former nurses, aides, industrial power ma- honorary degree of doctor of
season, "Margin for Error."
March will see "The Male Ani- to announce the new editors at
chine, sewing, food preparation, science in agriculture, and Mr.
A ten per cent additional penalty Nov. 6 . . . .
students of the university.
mal" at large in the auditorium. this banquet instead of through
Rex Moorehead, president of the food serving, office boys, steno- Levis the honorary degree of DocTradition bows to Franklin D.
This iiysterically funny comedy the Bee Gee News, as has been will be added if payments are not
clerks,
laundry tor of laws. Dudley A. White, of
made within 60 days after the date Roosevelt, the in -I president of class of 1941, will respond on be graphers, file
by James Thurber an.l Elliott Nu done in the past.
of the beginning of the semester,
half of this year's graduates to workers, nursery workers, land- N.nwalk, u member of the howl
gent was a hit this year on BroadBeginning another new tradi- the official pronouncement of the the United States to be elected the welcome given by C. D. Fox, scaping, stone masons, brick ma- of trustees, will present the candiway and later on the road. It tells
for a third term.
tion will be the presentation of board stated.
Van Wert, president of the Alumni sons, furming, road construction, dates, and the degrees will be conNov." 11....
the tale of a young, mild-mannerthe pictures of the editors and the
Dr. Prout explained that this
Cottage No. 1, the first in • Association. Featured during the machinery repair and mainten- ferred by President Prout.
ed college professor, who does the
business managers of the two pub- action was taken by the Board to
Following the processional, the
series of new dormitories is com- evening will be recognition given ance, laboratory assistants, golf
proverbial "turn of the worm"
lications which will be hung in i.void a piling up of deferred fees.
carpentry, benediction will be given by Dr.
pleted and occupied by the Five the 26-year class, graduates of course construction,
when confronted with the loss of
their respective office. It is plan- The University has carried more
and many other fields of work. Arthur A. Siebens, pastor of the
1917.
Sister Sorority.
his wife and his job at the same
The locations of these jobs are Presbyterian church.
A brass
President F. J. Prout will be the
time. The action takes place at ned that this presentation will be than 100 deferred tuition fees each Nov. 16 ... .
made
each
year.
year.
the mythical Midwestern UniverThe formal season gets under principal speaker on the program widely scattered throughout the quartet, composed of Rosaline
Guests at the dinner will be
sity which is an ineffective pseudoIn some cases it has been justi- way with the Inter-sorority formal which will open with group sing- area, which includes Wood, Lucas, Kelly, Norman Huffman, Robert
nym for the authors' almo mater, Marshal Sherer and Glen Sherer fied," the President stated, "but in the Rec Hall. Ernie Duffleld ing of "songs of 1917 and 1941," Erie, Ottawa, Eeneca, Sandusky, Dierks, and Howard Huffman, will
of the Wood County Republican, |gever(l| gtudentl) have a8kcd the plays.
led by Prof. M. C. McEwen. Dr. and Huron Counties, with activi- play several numbers, followed by
Ohio State.
Prout's subject will be "Looking to ties being centered at the Factor- Dr. Wcigman's address. Rosaline
The final production of the year Bill Simms of Malloy Cover Com- |Unlveraity to carry their deferred Nov. 16
ies Building in Toledo where Kelly will play a trumpet solo folwill be Moliere's "School For Hus- pany; Hugh McGuire of John and payments when they were in a| Coach Harry Ockerman's Brown the Future."
Following the introduction of about 1,000 are now employed on lowed by the presentation of deand Orange gridders travel 400
bands." It is a racy French com- Oilier Engraving Company and position to pay."
Willard Nueshaum of the Gray
grees and the benediction and remiles to meet the Maroons of special guests and a short business the various shoo shifts.
edy which has been translated and
These jobs exist for just one cessional.
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers session, Dr. Homer B. Williams,
adapted by the famous American Printing Company.
director of the alumni bureau, will purpose—to give young people beFollowing is the complete proMembers of the Board of PubliCollege.
poet, Arthur Guiterman. Profesgreet the class of '17. Mrr. Lil- tween the ages of 16 and 25 work gram :
LATE BULLETIN
Nov. 21 ... .
sor Elden T. Smith, of the speech cations who will attend include
Brown and Orange gridders lian Witte Davidson, Pemberville experience. As nearly as possible, Processional
department, and Miss Emilie Hart- Dean J. R. Overman, Dean A. B.
industrial work conditions are
Coronation March from
John W. Bricker, Governor play first turkey day game in his- will respond for that class.
man, of the physical education de- Conklin, Jesse J. Currier, Helen
Music will be furnished by a matched—youth are required to
"The Prophet".
Meyerbeer
partment will collaborate in the Sturgeon, Darl Gatchell, Anthony of tka State of Ohio, will be j tory at Detroit,
punch
a
time
clock
on
many
protrio
composed
of
Mrs.
Davidson,
University Band
a guest of the University at [Dec. 3 . . . .
production of the classic. Miss Frances, Dr. O. M. Ritchie, and
jects,
to
spend
a
full
70
hours
a
and
Mrs.
Luluvenc
Swan
Prii'ss
Invocation
.
Dr.
Arthur
R. Siebens
Members of the commencement exercises, acThe Appollo Boys Choir of
Hartman will direct the ballet se- Don Rager.
cording to a statement from Birmingham, Alabama, sing in the ('17) and Mrs. Helen Urschel month, on productive work, and Brass Quartet
quences. Guiterman's version of staffs will be invited by written
(Continued on page 2, col, 4)
a. To Christ Our Peace
President Frank J. Prout late Men's Gym under the baton of Janzer ('26), both of Bowling
"School For Husbands" was a invitation.
Green, and by Paul Bishop, violinis Owing
Bach
yesterday.
Coleman Cooper.
Broadway hit in 1933.
ist of the class of 1942.
b. Then, O My God, with
The Governor will arrive
Graduates—Get NEWS
Dec. 16 ... .
Reservations for the banquet
A set of 100 photographs and Friday morning and will also
Joy I Cast
Bach
President Frank J. Prout an24 photomurals of Brazilian archi- be a guest at the Alumni Ban- nounces the appointment of Rob- should be made with Dr. Williams For Two Dollars Per Year
Rosaline Kelly—Cornet, Norat
the
alumni
office
immediately.
tecture has been presented to the quet at Kohl Hall, Friday eve- ert Whittaker as head football
Huffman—Cornet, Robert
Many of the graduates of the man
Columbia university school of ning.
coach to succeed Coach Harry Tickets are 75 cents but seniors Class of 1941 will want to keep in Dierks—Horn, Howard Huffman
will
pay
but
60
cents
with
exceparchitecture.
-—Trombone.
Ockerman.
Ockerman appointed
touch with what is going on at
head of physical education de- tion of those who live in dormi- Bowling Green State University Address
tories
to
whom
the
cost
wil)
be
30
"The Grasshopper View of
partment.
after they are gone. The Bee Gee
Mike Murphy, local Civil Aerocents.
Human Life" Fred C. WiegJan. 15 ... .
News is helping them in this renautics Authority flight instrucOfficers
of
the
Alumni
Associaman
Michael D'Asaro, Lawrence
spect, by offering a special subtion,
besides
Mr.
Fox,
are:
vice
tor, has been ordered to report to
Trumpet
Solo
Kuhl, Eulalah Moellman star in
presidentsM. M. Mercer, Bowling scription rate to graduating senWright Field, Dayton, Ohio for
Ave
Maria
Bach-Gounod
"Outward Bound."
Green, ('26); Thomas D. Bain, iors.
Rosaline Kelly
active duty with the United States
Feb. 22 ... .
For $2.00 the Bee Gee News
Marion,
('23); Horace Pelton,
Robert Ferrell, Accompanist
Army. Murphy, who is known as f
One hundred fifty couples dance Berea, ('29); secretary-treasurer will be sent anywhere in the
The
high
school
attendance
at
Conferring of Degrees
America's No. 1 acrobatic flyer,
to the music of Charlie Baum at
t0
of 7738 P€OP C
,A ,Kn.nl
.
,
' "Twelfth Night" was much lower the annual junior-senior formal —Mrs. Melva Rockwood, Bowling United States for the entire en- Presentation of Walter F. Kirk
will act as a test pilot and work attended
the V"
,t,C
r
Green, ('24); executive committee suing school year. If you want
L
l!than
that
for
"The
Taming
of
the
for the Honorary Degree of
with the Army Air Corps En- ductions of the University Players
in the Recreation Hall.
—Harold Ringer, Pioneer, ('36); to take advantage of this generous
Doctor of Science in Agriculture
gineers in experimenting and de- this school year, according to Shrew." The variable factor here March 12 ... .
Ivan E. Lake, ('23) and Hazel offer, enter your subscription with
was
that
the
date
of
"Twelfth
and William E. Levis for the
signing new types of aircraft.
Prof. Elden T. Smith of the speech
Albert Spalding, world known Little, ('33) both of Bowling Mr. Jesse Currier in the News BuNight"
was
one
week
later
and
Honorary Degree of Doctor of
Major J. K. Raney. C. A. A. department.
The largest atten- most high schools had dismissed violinist, plays to a packed house
reau office in the Training School.
Green.
Laws
coordinator, has announced that dance record ever to be set for
in the university auditorium.
or were involved in graduation acDudley A. White
final information has been receiv- a University production was the
March 17 ... .
tivities
and
examinations.
The
Member Board of Trustees,
ed in regard to the summer Civi- audience of 2770 which saw the
President Frank J. Prout anadult attendance was increased
Bowling Green State University
lian Pilots Training Program and three performances of "Pride and
nounces plans to construct $20,substantially by the performance 000 Student Union which will
Conferring of Degrees
registration for this course can be Prejudice."
of Outward Bound" which was
Benediction
made in Dr. Prout's office imThe total of attendances shows sponsored by the Bowling Green house dance floor and restaurant.
Recessional
mediately.
The
program
is
Sponsored by the University Civic
a gain of 384 over last year's Woman's Club.
scheduled to start June 15 and
Research League, the plans are
total.
University
students
in
atThe
figures
show
that
students
round were Hugh "Gabby" Nott,
therefore students are urged to
approved by the Board of TrusBy RICHARD DUNIPACE
tendance at plays show a slight de- prefer comedies and plays of a
"Rapid Robert" Robert Haben- Students Support Course
register as soon as possible.
tees, and the Student Council.
creae while high school and adult lighter nature; adults prefer more
stein,
Max "more ads" Hanke, Carl
In American Civilization
attendance increased considera- serious and classical plays. That March 20 ... .
Members of the Bee Gee News "Deshler" LaRue, Jesse "Harding"
Modem dance group, "Dancers
bly.
plays should not be scheduled for en Route" give dance program in staff gained a complete and filling Mittleman, Don "Mcnitsh" CunFaculty Honors Perry
Berkeley, Calif.-(ACP)-An overThe eight plays which were pre- Saturday night if a maximum university auditorium under aus- revenge from the members of the ningham, Jahn "Col. Charles A." flow enrollment in a new UniverAt Shatzel Banquet sented
this year and last year audience is to be reached, is in- pices of physical education de- Key staff, for their insulting re- Berchman, and Robert "Mussolini" sity of California course on Amerifusal to engage in "la guerre des Beradi.
follow in order of site of atten- dicated by figures which show partment.
can civilization is reported by
oeufs" by soundly trouncing them
Wearing the defeated
Key President Robert Gordon Sproul.
Retiring after 18 years service dance: "Pride and Prejudice"—3 that three times as many students March 26 ... .
in
a
Softball
game
at
the
annual
with Bowling Greer. State Uni- performances—2770, The "Tam- come on Thursday and Friday as
colors
were
Ervin
"More
errors"
University Players open three
More than 1,500 students enrollversity, C. D. Perry, registrar, ing of the Shrew"—4 perform- come on Saturday nights.
Morrison, Francis "Futile" Ruth, ed, making it necessary for the
night run of "Pride and Preju- publications picnic.
was honored by the faculty at a ances—2132, "Room Service"— 2
Featuring a barrage of hits off Ernest "I play in a suit" Maddock, university to Install a public adNo accurate records were kept dice" with Richard Price, Virginia
diner at Shatzel Hall Monday performances—2061, "Our Town" last year but this year more than Patterson, and Kermit Echols in the offerings of Don "I am a big Jack "Sen. Pepper" Spelman, John dress system in a classroom adnight.
leaguer" Rager, and the equally "I am a traitor" Curtiss, and joining the institution's largest
—2 performances—1998, "Out- 110 students have participated in lead roles.
unspectacular fielding of the Key's Dwight "areoplane ears" Cross, hall.
Mr. Perry came to Bowling ward Bound"—8 performances— play production as actors, techni- April 18 ... .
The massacre was halted after
"The large enrollment is eviGreen in 1923. He is past presi- 1736, "Twelfth Night"—3 per- cians, costumers, and business
Bob Strong's N. B. C. orchestra "ten mill" infield, the newsmen |
dent of the Ohio Registrar's As- formances—1647, "Margin For staff. This is, without doubt, an plays at the annual Inter-Frater- won a great 8-5 victory for their four innings when J. Maxwell "I dence of the keen interest of our
Error"—2
performances—1585, all-time high. This work was car- nity Council name band dance in manager Anthony "Little Caeser" am a dictator" Cadwallader called students in American life and the
sociation.
the game to head the rush to the American contributions to civiliFrances.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry live at 207 "Bury the Dead"—1 performance ried on as curricular and extra- the Men's Gym.
Leading the News merry-go- picnic tables.
zation," President Sproul said.
—1183.
curricular activity.
(Continued on page 4, col. 7)
South Prospect.

Newsmen, Key men
Will Get Keys At
Publications Feast

N.Y.A. Will Offer
Several Hundred
Jobs For Summer

Alumni Dinner
Will Be Held
Friday At Kohl

Deferred Fees
To Carry Fines

Murphy Reports
To Wright Field

7738 Saw Last Four Plays;
(
P and F Sets High At 2770

Key Grovels Before Newsmen
8-5 In Vain Try To Save Face
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A certain professor at Ohfo
State walked into the classroom
16 minutes late and found the
class gone. The next day the students were reprimanded.
The
professor said his hat had been on
the desk, and that had been a sign
of his presence.
Next day the
professor again found i.n empty
classroom. On each desk was a
hot.
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i Worn NATtOM-i. .Dvl»Tit»« ».
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Then there was the sculptor who
fell into a mud puddle—the dirty
chisler.
College ii ju.l like
a washing machine, you get out
of it what you put in it, but you'd
never recognise it.

Moron: You give a penny for
for his thoughts and then ask for
a refund.

ALABAMA POLV
VALPARAISO
CONVERSE
INDIANA
ROLLINS
CLEMSON
GOUCHERI.ENOIR RHYNE
LAWRENCE
DUQU6SNE
DARTMOUTH
WAYNiSBURG

K

It look, like Mus•elini is going to do Caesar one
better after ell—he's going to be
a bust in his own life-time.

PROOF THAT FRATERNITY 6ROWTH \S NOT
JICWIN6 LIOWN IS .SEEN FROM THE FACT
TUAT MORE THAN < 20.000, OOO IS BEING
SPENT ANNUALLY ON NEW FRAILRN1 FY HOUSES'

Fragments Of Thought
By ALBERT L. BOUCHER

"Unless above himself he can erect himself, how poor a thing is man." Sounds quite
noble, doesn't it? Sort of makes you feel
like turning over a new leaf. But after these
high-sounding words have been loosed from
your lips, you suddenly discover that you've
said nothing. What is "above himself?"
Some of my best friends are contending
that man is rising above himself when he
takes up the sword to rid the world of men
like Hitler. Yet other
equally good friends deplore this sort of thing.
The latter associate the
rise of man with control
of one's emotions, with
a replacing of mutual
slaughter by the conference table.
And I
am confused.
I have known men to
spend a lifetime amassing a fortune.
Then
s.
when they hear the footsteps of the man with the scythe, they start
giving all their money away. They become
philanthropists, and the world labels them
"success." I wonder. It seems to me that
it would make a difference how this fortune
were gained. Also, did our hero leave the
world a better place in which to live than
when he found it? I am afraid I wouldn't be
able to single out the men who have risen
above themselves merely by checking income
tax returns.

We've heard about girls who
have skated back from auto rides;
girls who swam back from canoe
rides; and girls who parachuted
buck from airplane rides. But we
have yet to hear what happened
to the girl who was taken out
Someone once wisely said, "man does not
walking.
live by bread alone." I agree. But to do so
doesn't help much. After all, what does man
One of the army of- live by?
I know people who spend their

ficers wes mean lo the men—he
was rotten to the corps.
Th« opinion. •*pr«-.«d in th. vartou. ttf n•d oolunni «f tkit paper ar* tho.e of the
Women at Alfred College are
writers and ava not nacastaril* shared hy the Editor, Bee Gee News:
of the dining hour is retained so much in the minority that, a
Baa Gee New* or any other group or In*
while
the
charm
of
the
room
is
I
believe
every
student
knows
freshman woman could date every
dividual.

- - Letter To The Editor - -

that during the past semester enhanced.
night that she is allowed to hy colthere has been "mural activity"
In Miss Maxim's mural, I do lege rules und still never have to
on the campus, and 1 feel, per- not feel we have as happy a solu- go out with the same man twice.
sonally, that this has been a year tion.
The mural which in line
After sitting behind a typewriter for made more fortunate for Bowling and form is well composed is not
A cynic is all right
almost two years and being called edi- Green State University because of so pleasing in color in itself or in ia his place—but he never goes
tor and sundry other names, truly, it the efforts of Miss Doris Maxim relationship to the room. How- there 'lilt he dius.
anil Miss Frances Gaines. We have ever, the idea Miss Maxim has used
is hard to pack up and leave.
the opportunity of watching is an excellent one, und the meanOnce we read fashions to sec
The departure will be as unceremon- Bad
young artists at work; we ing as well as the spirit of it is what was going on—now we read
ious as the entrance was four years two
have been able to follow the de- well suited to our campus. She them to see what is being pulled
ago. Four years ago we were nothing, velopment of a mural from its
and young off.
but at this second beginning we find we first brief sketches, through the has young manhood
protected by a giant
are far richer in understanding and cartoon, the preparation of the womanhood
eagle, symbolic of the protection
Nobody likes to be
knowledge that comes from wider ex- wall, and the final painting. And of the state in general and out bothered, but it's better than be*
periences.
as a result, we have murals which state school in particular, she has ing totally ignored.
It is my only hope that we have given we can study and in many respects noble figures symbolic of learnStatistics show the weather-man
something to the University and added enjoy.
ing, and great vistas symbolic of
to its welfare in return for what we The credit of bringing these the future all composed in one to be about 80'; correct—leaving
have taken in the way of class work, mural projects to the campus goes grand pattern and its appeal is 20%' for the holidays.
meeting new personalities and meeting {to Miss Gaines. With the con- strong and arresting. On the
Most gossips
who
new situations. Truly, it would be a jsent of Prseident Prout, she look- second wall which we might well
sad state of affairs if this were not true. led about for possible wall spaces imagine as a continuation of the keep an ear to the ground usually
Certainly, in our small way we have ■ and her first thought was the din- vistas of the first, we see at closer get it full of dirt.
ing room wall of the new Five range the jobs of the future—in
left something that will enhance the Sister
House. But on further con- commerce, Industry and the land Love At First Sight A
progress and growth of the University. sideration,
the walls of the Wo- with its many possibilities—the
Myth, Say Investigators
In respect to our college weekly, the men's Lounge seemed to be the future with its responsibilities and
two All-American awards received dur- better place. It was Miss Gaines' labor as compared with the proDenton, Texas-(ACP)-Love at
ing the past two years, have, I hope, desire that she and Miss Maxim, tection of the present.
set a standard from which the Bee Gee a fellow student in the study of However, the formality of the first sight is just about a myth,
News, as an intregal part of the Uni- painting at Yale, work together composition on the major wall is a panel of six faculty members at
versity, might rise. The paper is not on one mural, for at Yale Miss not in keeping with the informal North Texas State Teachers colat its peak by a long shot, but the ACP Gaines won recognition in compo- use of the room, and the scale of lege has decided.
The six—four successfully marratings, however good or bad. make sition and Miss Maxim in paint- the figures is so great that the ried,
the unmarried director of
Bowling Green's paper a superior col- ling, and the combination seemed a wall is thrust into the room giving the college
nursery school and a
| good one.
a feeling of crowding an otherlege publication.
home
economics instructor—led a
With
supply
companies
contactwise
spacious
area.
Then,
too.
alA word must go to the administration
discussion of "love, courtship and
in thanking it for the freedom of the led by Miss Gaines, Miss Maxim though the idea of the two units marriage" at a meeting of the col
came
to
our
campus
to
join
Miss
is
well
related,
neither
of
the
press we have enjoyed. The college Gaines. Miss Maxim graciously
lege Phychology club.
colors or the techniques, nor the
newspaper is notoriously famous for i gave
The panel agreed that young
of her time and ability, re- compositions are in harmony and
asserting its right to a free press. Cer- ceiving as compensation only her one feels a pulling away from, people should choose their mates
tainly, it takes more liberty and free- room, board, and transportation. rather than a close relationship be- with their intelligence and 'not
with their emotions, and added
dom than the average daily paper. If With her arrival, however, it was tween the two.
that it is a juvenile mistake for
the commercial press were as free -as decided that she should do the
I should like to see Miss Maxib's one to think there can be only one
the college press, unfettered by public murals in the lounge alone, and major unit, with some color
officials, unions, syndicates, politicians, Miss Gaines went back to her first changes, in a large public hall, love affair in his life.
advertiser pressure, certainly we would choice of place—the Five Sister raised above the floor, in a place They set the best marital ages
dining room.
Miss Gaines also where dignity and impersonal at 22 to 26 for women and 26 to
have a different public press.
True, at various times, college admin- worked with no compensation reign, and where one can look at 33 for men.
istrators have been a little disturbed at other than the satisfaction of it from afar with nothing to ob- And they concluded with the adwhat we have published in our columns, doing something for Bowling struct one's view. But in spite vice that, if necessary, parents
of the short comings of the mur- should subsidise their children's
but whether they were published with- Green.
for a while to enable
out profound analysis or showed little I suppose very few artists have als in the Women's Lounge, I be- marriages
young folks to live in a home
forethought, one thing is certain—they ever created that which satisfies lieve we have cause to thank Miss the
of
their
own.
Sometimes the adverse criti- Maxim for what she has given us
were sincere. They were not published all.
is justified; sometimes it is and that we can gain both aesthetiwith malicious intentions. We, too, as cism
not; sometimes it is justified in
and spiritually from our con- N.Y.A. Will Offer Job.
well as the administrators, have the part, sometimes on the Whole. cally
tact with her paintings.
During Summer Months
welfare of the University at heart. We From those who have seen our F-specially do I feel that the
see things from the viewpoint of the murals there have been praises, University is indebted to Miss (Continued from page 1, col. 6#
student body. And in the expression and there have been unfavorable Gaines for her mural which has
of this viewpoint we believe we are per- comments.
added to the beauty of our cam- are subject to pay deductions or
forming a valuable service both to the In the case of Miss Gaines' pus and for her starting a form discharge if they do not maintain
students and administrators. Neither painting, I feel decided satisfac- of art project which unites Bowl- the standards required on the job.
group, alone, can make a great Uni- tion. Spring, with its awakening ing Green State University with Everyone will have an opporversity. It takes the sympathy, un- life, symbolised by two dusky a general trend of art activity in tunity to express his choice of a
work project, and he will be asderstanding and cooperation of both nude figures surrounded by an un- the United States.
signed to such project if possible,
folding
nature
suggest
the
groups.
Grace D. Wills
but, of course, this in no way
If we have presented any good, may awakening of youth. The theme
guarantees assignment to that proin keeping with the spirit of a
it be protected and preserved. If we is
ject.
The NYA assigns those
women's dormitory; its
have left any bad, may it be rooted out young
youth whom they believe will recoloring of warm brown and yeland replaced by good.—AF
ceive the greatest benefit on the
low tones, complemented by cool
• •••••
basis of previous experience,
greens and blues is a part of the
Acp general scheme of the room; it is
school subjects, interest and hobBeginning today and playing to- bies.
refreshing to look at as befits the
morrow
and
Friday,
is
the
newest
The NYA program involves more
"The greatest contribution any university spirit of a dining room; and it is
pic of the William Powell-Myrna
can make to the national defense program is not too serious in idea nor is it Loy combination, "Love Craiy." than these projects. There exist
in
composition;
and
related training classes for every
to do its regular job even better than it has formal
through it the general informality The laugh filled comedy ia center- job.
These classes are just as
done It before. It may adapt its program,
ed around Powell's sham insanity much part of the program as the
curriculum and services to meet the special
to prevent Myrna from divorcing work. Every NYA worker is exhim.
demands of the times, but this adaptation
pected to attend about twenty
should not throw the normal program out
Double feature Saturday in- hours of related training for each
of balance or adjustment." Viewt of Wayne
clude*
Hopalong
Cassidy
in month that he works.
Even
"Pirates on Horseback" and Jane though youth will not be paid for
nnivertity't Executive Vice President David
Withers and Jackie Cooper in these hours that they attend class,
D. Henry on Ike new dutiei of higher educa"Her First Beau."
tion.
NYA considers this part of the
Lost—Book
and
Motor
key
Sunday and Monday is the program just as important as the
"In Europe, even as in this country now,
somewhere
on
campus.
Reward.
greatly discussed pic "A Woman's work projects. NYA will assign
loyalties to family, region and church thinned
out and were replaced by one huge national Return to Marjorie Sutter, 816 Face." starring Joan Crawford, first those who will get the most
Ridge street. Name engraved on Melvyn Douglas and Conrad Veidt. out of NYA. The most will be-obloyalty. This is one of the cause* of Europe's back.
The pic begins in the court room tained by taking part in it* full
present state." Harry B. Gideonte, president
with Joan on the chair,
program—putting every ounce of
of Brooklyn college, ten the lack of private
Work for two on a farm for the
"Million Dollar Baby" is the interest and energy into work
loyalHee a* a teriout drawback to the United summer. Room and board. Good
name of the pic showing Tuesday, hour*—and attending with an inState*.
pay. See Dr. H. B. William*.
Honor Guest Night
terest the related training classes.

"30"...

At The
Local Cinema

Quotable Quotes -**

Announcements
Of The Week

lives in cloistered prayer.
And they call
themselves holy. Yet I wonder if parasite
wouldn't be a more appropriate word. Can a
man without good works rise above himself?
I don't know. However, of one thing I am
confident. If I am to live in a social world.
then I've got to assume a definite attitude. 1
can't be neutral.
Now suppose I don't like the way things are
going. And suppose I want to do something
about it. Immediately I run into inertia, convention and social pressure. And these are
tremendous forces.
Yet somehow I don't
feel that it is sacrilegious to challenge them.
1 like to put it this way: I have an inalienable
right to violate any law of God or man—under one condition. I must be willing to pay
the price. To challenge the status quo makes
me a revolutionist. If in becoming such. I
win, I am a hero. If I lose, then I'm a rebel.
So what? Well, just this—
As we graduates leave Bowling Green to
go 'out and take our responsibilities in the
world, we will have to make many decisions
without being certain of the right answer.
The pages of history will offer some guidance,
but living for tomorrow we will often be forced*
to sail into unchartered seas.
And as we
take our place on the ship of life, we will
often find ourselves in violent disagreement
with our neighbors.
What star should man follow that he might
rise above himself? There is no clear answer. But ultimately man must recoil within
himself for making these momentous decisions. And if he would truly rise uhove himself, he need remember but one thing, "to
thine own self be true, and it follows even an
the night the day. thou canst not be false to
any man."

On The Social Side
My good friend Mittleman, who has a mind
for details and small matters, such as how
much money I owe him, told me today that
he figured we had written nearly 20,000 words
over the past year. This is an astonishing
quantity of verhage I am forced to admit.
That the three cblumns on this page push the
total up to about 60,000 is a tribute to the
students who have stuck with us, come sex,
books, or the election.
Out of Habenstein's
share you well might
wonder just what has
been said in general.
Did he carry any cross?
What cause did he espouse, if any? Was he
consistent? Did he lean
to left or right as he
wrote, and if so, how
far?
With these questions
in mind, I have gone
back to my first feeble
effort and have done some reviewing. It's
fun to read your old columns and remember
what prompted you to write them. It's more
fun than cramming for a test anyway.
If there has been any line of thought
running through my columnar attempts, it
has been a plea for the recognition of the
lot of the average citizen. If young and
healthy he is given a gun, or broom stick, or
a spade and is drilled for a year in the art
of bringing down his fellow man—who has
also been taught the same thing, no doubt.
In the name of Democracy, but without
much evidence of the same thing, he is being
prepared to save that which he isn't sure
about from someone who never had a chance
to enjoy It.
In the factory the man who carries his
lunch is faced with the intimidating employer and the racketeering labor leader. His

only hope for a better break lies in organization, for capital and labor do not get along
ami will not get along. If the labor leaders
are not crooked he is lucky.
But he can
drive them out if he cares to. His big problem today lies in convincing the rest of the
country that he should receive a wage commensurate with the cost of keeping alive and
respectable. Unfortunately many people who
do not carry lunches to work are mistaking
this desire for a decent life for something
else and complain as they eat their supper
that the workers are sabotaging defense,
democracy and the right to a healthy profit.
In the halls of learning the word "Democracy" gives way to the term "Defense" and
curricula is being changed to take the first
word out of liberal education. Less academic
freedom and more regimentation, defense
courses, and learning to hate blindly all combined answer the question whether or not
the quality of education is becoming strained.
On the national side the common citixen
sees a war minded chief executive whip an
undecided congress into line preparatory to
our entrance into another world war. The
man on the street has suddenly been made
conscious of the fact that the United States
must keep the world status quo intact, even
if it means going to war with the whole world.
Last, but not least, is the possibility that
the men of money are planning to see a
fascist state established in this country as an
answer to the growth of democratic spirit
as evidenced by the rise of labor to a new
position in the country's affairs.
Looking
at the leaders in industry, the working man
wonders how sincere the industrial royalists
are in this national defense program; how
soon it will be before dictatorship will reign
in the western hemisphere.
These are the things I have hit at in general and I repeat that if I have espoused any
cause, it has been the cause of the man on
the street. So long, thanks for reading.

The Spigot
SPLATTERS . . .
Things we've learned in two years at Bowling Green: Most profs are pretty swell guys
outside of classes . . . Country girls have it
all over the city belles (hope the girls back
home don't see this—I'll be doomed) . . .
Boucher, Habenstein and Frances are swell
fellows to work with—I never argue with
them because I know beforehand that I don't
stand a chance . . . The Giant Hamburg shop
has about the best hamburgs around these
parts . . . The New
really isn't such a bad
paper after all (what
else can I say?) . . .
Wrey Warner has good
intentions anyway . . .
It is practically impossible to get a call
through to a dormitory
for an hour after supper
(as if you didn't know)
. . . Rogers has the best
milk shakes in town, but
they're 15 cents . . .
PM was a good paper til it went pro-war . . .
It's more fun starving in a co-op than eating
dorm . . . Blankets are more important
at picnics than the food—sometimes . . .
You can prepare for finals in either of two
ways: by studying or by worrying.
Both
take about the same amount of time, and
both are about as effective in getting a good
grade.
SPLASHES . . .
Things we still dont know after two years
st Bowling Green: Why the catalog list* this
climate as "favorable to study, extremes of
temperature being; modified by the influence

By
ROBERT
HABENSTEIN

By
JESSE
MITTLEMAN

of Lake Erie." . . . Which is the safest—the
Army or the Navy . . . Why time goes so
fast . . . How to get a book out of the library
in less than ten minutes . . . Why we can
itay awake for 8 o'clocks, but doze off in the
I o'clocks . . . How to please all of the people
all of the time . . . Why someone comes to
have a bull session on the night that you
want to catch up on some sleep . . . Why
people in this neck of the woods are more
friendly than people in the East . . . How
some of the campus cars (?) keep running
. . . Why so many students don't make any
attempt to enjoy college life and then go
home and tell their friends that Bowling
Green is a dump . . . Where Mike D'Asaro
got that accent. He was born and raised in
Brooklyn . . . Why people in Ohio say shoe
strings instead of shoe laces and "I'll wait
ON you" instead of "I'll wait FOR you". Or
maybe I'm wrong.

DRIZZLES . . .
In case you haven't noticed, a ring recently
purchased by Don Mason is now on display
on the third finger left hand of Eloise Dyer.
Congrats and good luck to both of them . . .
Tony Frances has had his application accepted
by the Columbia School of Journalism. He
will enroll there this fall . . . Boucher will
go to Washington after graduation, Habenstein is being sought by the Army, and we'll
attend summer school with the hope of graduating in August, whereupon we'll either go
the way of Habenstein, Lilley and Baron or
join the Naval Reserve . . . which winds up
another year ... 33 columns)—19,800 words
. . . it'* been a lot of fun, and I'd like to thank
all of you for your criticisms, boosts and
letters. So goodbye, and good luck.
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Net .500 Average a-sASS**
Good
In Seveji Sports Dale
Ted Grignon

THE DEDICATION

19 Falcons Wind
Up Sport Careers
With Graduatioi

ThU page is dedicated to Ikosa *■••. that and their carver* •• Falcon athlatai this Spring.

Hendrickson-Coached Tennis Team Charles Catanese
Has Best Record With Four Wins Bob Barnett
Against Two Losses
Ralph Foster
With the twilight of another school year closing in,
there comes the inevitable flashback to vividly remembered
sports events which highlighted the upward climb of Bowl- Ed Mussill
ing Green University in state and national athletic circles
during the past year.
Al Allion
Coach Harry Ockerman's
I with the toughest schedule
the school's history and managed
to make a fairly creditable showing by pounding out wins over
Michigan Normal. 15-0, Findlay
College, 14-7, and Woosler's Scots,
26-14. However four games were
inscribed in red ink on the Falcon
ledger: Wittenberg. Kent State,
Eastern Kentucky, and Wayne
University all topped the Brood,
with the Capital contest ending in
a 7-7 deadlock.
During the same period, the
other fall sports squad was working hard, but, as usual, received
little notice.
Dwight Toedter
captained the cross-country team
to a .500 season, winning from
Ashland and Wooster, but losing
to Case and Oberlin. The hill and

grid warriors opened Chapter

dalers finished fourth in the conference meet at Oberlin, which
was again won by the Yoemen,
who have won the title ten times
in the past twelve years.
Football Lettermen—Captain Steve
Brudzinski, Chuck Catanese, Bob
Barnett, Dale Good, Ted Grignon,
Dick Dunipace, Paul Becher, Ralph
Oiler* Take
Quisenberry, Tom Tabler, Howard Findlay
Pair Of Contests
Mehlow, Steve Randolph. Bob Mc-|
Cloud, Dewey Johnson, Eddie WellFrom Brood
ner, Ed Mussill, Frank Uzak.l
Winnie Park, Lowell Siclschott.j
Bowling Green"s baseball
Bob Dillman. Emil Ihnat, Chuck
Buckenmeyer, Don Halliowell. ',,,1 -.<iuail ended their 12-game
schedule last Tuesday and
Harry Beare, manager.
Cross-Country
Lettermen — Cap- Wednesday by dropping a
tain Dwight Toedter, Louis Do- pair of games to Findlay ColSandro, Ken
Winslow,
Ralph lege, Ohio
Conference
champs, 6-2, and 5-2. This made
Boron", and Jay Parker.
their season's record four wins
against eight losses.
Basketball, Swimming Head Winter Sports
The game at Findlay saw the
Basketball and swimming swept in with blizzards and
earmuffs. Coach Paul E. Landis concluded his sixteenth year Falcons donate the winners 3 runs,
then the Oilers earned a trio,
as basketball mentor with a season record of 10 wins in 22
meanwhile the best the local clubstarts. The Orange and Brown hoop aritsts nipped Findlay bers could do for Hal Mehlow was
and Heidelberg twice, while win-'?'meet, as Kcnyon again swept ia pair of runs coming on Dunn's
ning over Bluffton, Buldwin-Wal- through to clinch the crown.
'double. Mussill's single, and a
Varsity wrestling made its de-1 pair of errors. Al Endreck, Findlace, Capital, Marietta. Hiram, and
but on the campus last winter lay hurler. limited the brood t<
Otterbein once.
Coach Budd Cox completed his with Joe Glander as trainer and 4 hits.
Although the grapplers
On the following afternoon on
second year as Bowling Green's coach.
first swimming coach with an ex- will not enter intercollegiate com- the home diamond the locals
cellent record.
In comparison petition until next year, they had threw a scare into the champs as
with last season's record of only two matches, winning one from they took an early 2-1 lead, hut
one major victory, this year's the Mt. Vernon YMCA and losing then ■ the Falcons' defense fell
mermen did a swell job, in spite one to the Toledo YMCA. In ad- apart, permitting four unearned
of the losa of Don Greetham at dition, L. V. Ebenhack, husky 175- runs and the final chance of vicsemesters.
The Coxmen racked pounder, won fourth place in the tory. Steve Brudzinski. making
his final appearance in a Bowling
up wins over Kent State twice, national A. A. U. tournament.
and single victories over Akron Basketball Lettermen—C a p t s i n Green uniform, was very stingy
Dewey
Johnson,
Phil
Ricketts,
Don
with base hits, repeating the four
University, Ball State, Fenn College, Akron and Toledo YMCA. Patterson, Don Mason, Mike Mar- hitter thrown at the locals the day
However, a discouraging five meet ko, Larry Conrad, and Gene Hark- before, but the margin of victory
was found in the error column.
losing streak coupled with twin de- nees.
Lettermen — Captain
feats by Kenyon's powerful Lords Swimming
Six seniors hung up their
chalked up eight defeats on the Jack Doane, Al Adelman, Norm spikes, and the faces that will be
debit side.
Bowling Green tied Robertson, Bob Osthimer, Les Car- missing next spring will be Brudfor fifth place in the conference ter, Bob North, and Jean Bellard. iinski, Al Allion, Ed Mussill,
George Dunn. Ted Grignon, and
Dent Ricketts.
Track, Baseball, Tennis And Golf In Spring
Although a record of 4 and 8
Captain Dwight Toedter led his cindermen through a
fairly successful season, about half the success directly re- doesn't appear to be that of a
sponsible to a tow-headed lad named Eddie Welhner. On the successful season, other factors
indoor banked oval, the thinclads mowed down Findlay, and enter in to make the schedule an
advancement for the national
lost to Albion and Oberlin. How- department until they form a pastime at Bowling Green State.
ever, on the outdoor paths, the large part of the sports interest of The 12-game schedule was the
Falcons told a different story. The the t'niversity.
This year the largest played in many years, and
Brood lost only two meets to Varsity Club sponsored two all- the newly constructed diamond on
Baldwin-Wallace and Ohio Uni- campu8 shows, boxing and wres- thi campua is a boost for the
versity, while reversing the score tling, with awards for the winners sport.
to beat Albion and Capital, as an(j runners-up in all weight diGrass will be grown on the field
well as placing second in a tri-1 visions.
In addition touch foot- this summei, and next year's
angular meet with Muskingum and I ),ai|( soccer, Softball, and swim- Stellermen should have the opMt. Union. In the annual North- mjnK programs were carried on portunity of playing on one of
western Ohio Invitational, the extensively in the intramural de- the finest diamonds in the conLandismen retained the second partment.
ference.
place crown they have held for
Next year will see bigger and
three years.
better teams playing bigger and j
The Orange and Brown horse- better schools, with bigger and
Two new sports
hiders had a lot of tough luck this better results.
spring, losing seven games; their will be added, namely, intercolwins included Wayne University, legiate wrestling, and possibly rifle
Ashland, Heidelberg, and an im- shooting.
pressive victory over the Univer- Track Lettermen—Captain Dwight
Toedter, Eddie Wellner, Jerry
sity of Detroit.
True
University backers
Although handicapped by sev- Heitman, Clarence Goterba, Jerry
eral recruits, the Hendrickson- Stark, Johnny Fails, Jay Parker, will have but two more days
Ken
Winslow,
Ralph
Boroff,
Bill
before the close of school to
coached raqueteers pounded out
court wins over Wittenberg, Bluff- Primrose, Ralph Rotael, Emil Ih- aid the campaign to elect
nat,
Cleo
Ladd,
Kenny
Snowden,
these three Falcon footballers
ton, and DeSalea, while Toledo
to positions on the MidwesUniversity and Michigan Normal and Jean Bellard.
handed them their only setbacks. Baseball Lettermen—George Dunn, tern Collegiate all-star team
Ed Mussill, Steve Brudiinski, Den- that is slated to play the
Thus far in the season Coach ton Ricketts, Allen Allion, Harold Cleveland Rams professional
Fred Marsh has brought his golf Mehlow, Dewey Johnson, Wayne
team next fall.
team through for the best record Rudy, Scott Street, Dale ChamberTo again enumerate the
of any spring sports squad. The lain, Ralph Coppeler, and Ed Bayqualifications of Chuck Catalinkmen have lost only one match. liss.
nese, Steve Brudzinski and
while defeating DeSales, Findlay, Tennis
Lettermen—Jim
Miller, Bob Barnett might be called
and Heidelberg.
Bill Weaver, and Jim Stearns.
a waste of space because all
Intramurals have been magni- Golf Lettermen—Darl
Gatchell, Ohio grid fans are well aware
fied and popularized through in- John Schnappe, Chuck Buckencreased emphasis by the athletic meyer, and Larry Conrad.

Dwight Toedter
Track Captain

George Dunn
Denton Ricketts
Darl Gatchell
Robert Habenstein
Clarence Goterba
Jerry Heitman
BUI Warren

Jack Doane
Swimming Captain

Owen Hughes
Jim Hollinger
Bob Wayland
Six Other Seniors Will Be Lost Froi
Competition Through Six
Cal Seckle
Semester Ruling
Maurice Reeves
Nineteen senior letter winners, who for the last three
years have donned Brown and Orange football, basketball,!
Mike Marko
baseball, track, and swimming regalia, will slip into a cap!
and gown on Friday to end their college career. Six other!
Vern Herringshaw seniors will be lost from competition by the semester ruling.!

Falcon Nine Three Men Named Denison Cots
For Tennis Awards
Drops 2 In
League Cinder
Card Finale
Championship
rni- ■ Arinia Atuav/la

Jim Miller. Jim Stearns and
Bill Weaver have been nominated
by Coach Morris Hendrickson to
receive letters for the tennis season just completed.
In making the announcement of
his recommendations to the athletic board Coach' Hendrickson
stated that these three were the
only squadsmen that had met the
qualifications set up by the department.
Attendance at practice, intercollegiate competition and
general attitude were listed among
hie necessary qualifications, according to Coach Hendrickson.
The tennis squad ended its season's play with a record of four
wins in six starts. Owen Hughes
will be the only senior lost to the
squad by graduation.

Landis Announces
Track Lettermen
Coach Paul E. Landis announced late last week that 1II varsity
trackstcrs would receive letter
awards for the season just closed.
Heading the list of letter winners is Captain Dwight Toedter.
who will be completing his third
season as a varsity thinclad. Clarence Goterba is the only other
senior that will be receiving his
third letter. Jerry Heitman, the
third senior on the team, will he
winning his second award.
Other men that will be winning
their second awards will be John
Fails, Jay Parker, Bill Primrose,
Ralph Rotael, Eddie Wellner and
Emil Ihnat.
First year winners are Ralph
Boroff, Cleo Ladd, Kenny Snowden, Jerry Stark, Ken Winslow
and Jean Bellard.

Brood Linkmen
Awarded Letters
Four men have been recommended to the athletic board for
varsity awards for the golf season
just ended, according to Coach
Fred E. Marsh. They are John
Schnappe, Darl Gatchell, Larry
Conrad and Charles Buckenmeyer.
The linksmen wound up their
first intercollegiate season, last
week, since the sport was reviled
after a number of years when they
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Wellner Wins First
Pace Falcons To
Eighth Place

To

Placing second in the mile
relay which was the final
event on the program, Uenison university's "Big Red"
track team won the Ohio Conference "Big Six" meet held
at Wooster Saturday.
Bowling
Green
finished
eighth with eight points as Eddie
Wellner garnered a firs', in the
broad jump and Dewey Johnson
finished fourth in the javelin
throw.
Displaying equal strength in the
field as well as the truck events,
Denison, along with Obeilin. last
year's winner and victor in ten
out of the last thirteen years, ran
neck and neck until Denison rallied and nosed out Woo:,ter for a
second place in the mile relay.
Eddie Wellner closed his year's
performance by successfully defending his broad jump crown,
nosing out Jake Chandler, dusky
star from Toledo U. by one-eighth
of an inch.
One of the big suprises of the
meet was Dew Johnson, who
crossed up all pre-meet predictions
and placed fourth in the javelin
throw.
Chandler was the meet's individual star, scoring firsts in the
two hurdle events and the high
jump and registering a second in
the broad jump for a total of 19
points.

Seven gridiron aspirants put away their uniforms last!
fall as they finished their careers^
1
on the gridiron along with Coach I distances. Jerry Heitman, Clar-1
Harry Ockerman, who was made I unco Goterba, and Robert Haben-I
Athletic Director in a mid-winter stein have dug their spiked shoes I
department shakeupj into the cinders for the last time |
Heading this list was Captain as Brood speedsters.
Sieve Brudzinski, all-Ohio and. Jack Doane and Bill "Spook",
all-Ohio Conference halfback, who Warren, two New Yorkers, carry
led the 1940 Falcon pigskin par-< home swimming awards, Doane
ade.
Brudzinski also won his captained the swimming squad for
award in baseball where he per- two years and was the Falcon'a
formed in the keystone position ace backstroker.
Warren took
when he wasn't on the mound part in the distance events. He |
heaving the hall to the opponents. also won a manager's letter in
Ted Grignon and Kd Mussil track.
both took part in football and
Al Allion, Denton Ricketts, and
baseball.
Grignon, one of the George Dunn, three Stellermen,
fastest hacks on the 11140 foot- hung up their spikes for the last
ball squad, took cure of many of time last Wednesday after a close
the ball toting duties while in the loss to Findlay.
Dunn led the '
baseball uniform he roamed the Stellermen at bat this year with
centerfleld garden. Mussill pluyed a hitting average of over .400 Al-1
a nice game at second on the dialion performed in the catcher's
mond while in the football togs togs while Rickets played in the
he performed at the quurtcrbnek- outfield.
ing job. "Moose" also played a
Owen Hughes and Jim Hollincool game at the guard spot on
the basketball squad during his ger could be found in the springtime on the tennis courts working
sophomore und junior years.
Dale Good, Falcon wingman out daily. Both won their awards
from River Rouge, Michigan, won with Hollinger never losing a
his letter his junior year but bis match in singles competition.
services were limited this year by Hughes played an excellent doubinjuries. Bob Barnett and Chuck les game.
Darl Gatcheil climaxed his four
Catanese. two all-Ohio Conference
candidates, found their way to the year seige by winning a letter in
golf.
Many a time Gatchell came
football Held for three consecutive years. Ralph Foster played through with a trio of points from
a hard running game at the full- his No. 2 position.
Four men, whom we never saw
hack post to win his award last
in action but were a great help,
year.
Mike Marko, rangy Clevelander, were LaVere Herringshaw, basketis the only loss from the 1940-41 ball manager, Jim Zeckman, track
Brown and Orange cage squad. manager during the current year,
Marko netted 71 points this year Bob Wayland, senior intramural
to prove a constant threat to Fal- manager, and Maurice Reeves, a
con opponents.
baseball manager.
Wayland did
Dwight Toedter, Falcon track an excellent job in handling the
and cross country captain, made intramurals and made some worth
himself a name in Conference cir- while improvements in the departcles with his ability in the middle ment.

Pauline And Don Report

dropped a 7-3 decision to the Findlay College divotdiggers on the
• On Swan Club And Archery Tourney
Findlay course.
The loss brings the team's sea• On Hi* Flower Bed
son record to three wins, two losses and one tie. The schedule inBy DON CUNNINGHAM
By PAULINE AESCHLIMAN
cluded home and home contracts
Now that the end of the year is
A new slate of officers has been
with Findlay, DeSales and Heidelonly hours away, a bouquet of elected by the Swan Club for the
berg Colleges.
Gatchell is the only senior on flowers seems to be the most ap- coming year. It is made up of
propriate gift that this columnist Joan Coulon; president; Martha
the golf team.
can afford to bestow upon the ath- Jordan, vice-president; Joan FulPhiladelphia- (ACP) -A
special letic department and its person- ton, secretary; Vicki Finnegan,
program of study in industrial hy- nel for the fine job they have done treasurer; and Shirley Francis,
social chairman and representagien is being offered at the Uni- this year.
First, my American red rose tive to the W. A. A. board.
versity of Pennsylvania for phygoes
to
the
construction
of
the
During Freshman Week next
sicians, chemists and engineers
who wish to specialize in that field. baseball diamond. This was the fall, the Swan Club is planning to
greatest asset that the department present a demonstration of their
could have made and in a few maneuvers as part of the activiyears Bowling Green can be proud ties schdeuled for that week.
of their diamond.
Tuesday, May 27, ended the InI hand an orchid to those men of ter-collegiate Telegraphic Archery
the department who most capably Tournament which Bowling Green
handled the N. W. 0. C, the Wood annually enters. Gwendolyn Scott
county, and the N. W. O. district came through with high score of
high school tract meets. The close- 378, Marie Baker followed with
ly contested races, and the speed 343 and Betty Hendrickson waa
with which the meets were run third high with 326. The first
helped keep a capacity crowd on eight highest scorers comprised
the first team and the second eight
hand until the finish.
A large white gardenia goeB to highest the second team, and their
scores
were telegraphed to the
M.-. Hedden and the riding academy. They climaxed a fine year tournament headquarters where
with a most successful intercol- they are compared with scores
legiate horse show and have added from universities and colleges all
another field to the women's re- over the United States.
creation curriculum.
A nice large tulip finds its way men's physical education director.
to the physical education building It is our hope that these flowers
for the organization of wrestling may grow to be huge successes.
A large yellow dandelion fits inand golf squads in intercollegiate
competition. They add a touch to the coat lapel of Richard Duniof variety to the Falcon's sport pace for his work on the sports
page and his much deserved proschedule.
A cluster of pansies is planted motion to tho editor's job.
Since my flower garden has exfor the two new additions to the
physical education personel. hausted its supply, I spread on
some
fertilizer and leave for a
namely, Robert Whittker, football
coach, and Gertrude Eppler, wo- summer's revival.

Be A University Booster, Don't Forget To
Sign A Petition, Support These Griolders
of the stellar performances
that these three have turned
in during their three years of
competition under the Brown
and Orange banner. As proof
of this we have their selection
on numerous news service allconference and all-Ohio teams

FOOTBALL CARD LISTS 9; C AGE CARD FULL
1941 Football Schedule
Sept. 27 Wooster College, here
Oct. 3 At University of Akron
Oct. 11 At Miami University
Oct. 18 At Michigan Normal
Oct. 25 Heidelberg, here (Homecoming)
Nov. 1 At Kent State
Nov. 8 Wittenberg, here
Nov. 15 Findlay College, here
Nov. 20 Wayne University, here
(Thanksgiving)
1941-42 Basketball Schedule
S Bluffton, here
Dec. 6 Detroit Tech, here
Dec. 1» Kent State, here
Dec. 18 At Michigan Normal
DM.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

19
20
9
12
16
20
23
24
29
31
3
6
10
14
19
24
26

Pending away
Pending away
Mount Union, here
At Baldwin-Wallace
Muskingum, here
At Ashland
Hiram, here
At Wooster
Heidelberg, here
At Oberlin
At Findlay
At Marietta
Wittenberg, here
At Otterbein
John Carroll
At Heidelberg
Findlay, here

CAT»siGse - Cevrex

•2ve B*uazjvtstC-M*:rin the last three years.

Sag 8*6N£TT - $&**»

Also to again enumerate
the prestige that would come
to the University as a result
of the election of these three
men to the roster of the all-

star team would also be a
repetition of a well known
fact. Besides paying a debt
of gratitude to the trio for
their work on the gridiron it
would aid the Bowling Green
State university on her climb
to new heights in state athletic circles.
So come you Falconites, get
behind these men and push.
Get your names on those petitions that are available in
the "well" and make sure that
all your friends have also
signed. Get behind this campaign and push it over the
top.

MERMEN MEET 12; GRAPPLERS MEET NINE
Dec. 13 At Case School of Applied Science
Dec. 17 At Kenyon College
Dec. 24 Western Reserve University, here
Dec. 31 At Fenn College
Jan. 6 Ohio Wesleyan, here
Jan. 7 At Wittenberg
Jan. 13 Ohio University, here
Jan. 20 Wooster College, here
Jan. 27 Ball
State
Teacher*,
1941-42 Swimming Schedule
here
Dec. 10 At Oberlin
Mnrch 6-7 Ohio Conference
Dec. 12 At University of Akron
Meet at Kenyon College
1941 -42 Wrestling Schedule
Dec. 6 Varsity-Frosh
Dec. 12 At Ohio University
Dec. 18 Baldwin-Wallace, here
Jan. 10 At Kent State
Jan. 17 At Baldwin-Wallace
Jan. 23 At Case
Feb. 3 At Findlay
Feb. 14 Ohio University, here
Feb. 25 Findlay, here

./
/'
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Scouting The
Shops
with Marge
The stores of downtown Bowlling Green dedicate this column to
Ithe graduating Class of 1941 and
all those who have made their
duition possible.
This is a
■happy time for you who are enterling upon a new and different
■ phase of your lives, and so to
lyou we present the Stores of Bowlling Green.
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PEE GEE NEWS

News Staffs B. G. Alumnus Will Receive
SORORITIES, FRATERNITIES WIND UP Key,
To Hold Banquet
Honorary Degree at O. N. U.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR SCHOOL YEAR
Time is really growing short. Here we are to the last
issue of the Bee Gee News for another school year and to almost the last day of school. We can't see much use for a
society page at this stage of the game for first, there isn t
much social life and second, most of us are too busy thinking
about exams and going home. However, page four is still

A publications dinner will b.
held tomorrow evening in the Kohl
Hall lounge in honor of senior
members of the Key and Bee Gee
News staffs. This is the first
time that such an affair has been
held on the campus, and it is hoped
that it will be the beginning of an
annual recognition dinner.
The dinner, which is semi-formal, will be served at 6:15. Invitations are being extended to all
staff members of either the Bee
Gee News or Key. Other guests
will include Dr. Frank J. Prout.
members of the board of publications and representatives from
firms dealt with by the two publications during the past year. Senior staff members will be presented
with recognition keys at the program following the dinner.
Mr. Jesse J. Currier, journalism
instructor and publicity director,
is in charge of arrangements for
the banquet.

George, M. Wilson, Bowling
Green alumnus and present pastor at Maynard Avenue Methodist
Church in Columbus, has been
elected to receive a degree of Doetor of Divinity from Ohio Northern University at the annual commencement Sunday, June 8.

In Review .
(Continued from page 1)

April 21
Marie Decker,
Five Sister,
named president of the Inter-Sorority council.
A Saga, Or Something April 23 ... .
Eloise Dyer, Seven Sister president, is elected May Queen at the
The air was cold, the night was
annual spring election which also
dark,
class
officers,
Student
And there in the booth they sat; names
'Twas Joe Blow, the college sheik, Council and Social Committee
members.
And some blonde in a dizzy hat.
April 25 . . . .*,
He ordered a coke (she wasn't
Five hundred northwest Ohio
broke),
high school journalists meet on
And as they inhaled the stuff,
campus for annual convention.
Above all the gossip, they he.ard April 28 ... .
a noise,
Bee Gee News awarded second
'Twas the juke boxe, sure enough. All-American rating by the AsAh, yes, I remember as yesterday, sociated Collegiate Press.
The tune was "Anvil Chorus." April 30 ... .
Sadie Hawkins Week opens.
And Joe Blow thought it time for
Nancy Hemsoth and Kenny Snowhim
den are featured as Daisy Mae
To do some dancing for us.
and 'Lil Abner. Dance Saturday,
He grabbed his frail, and off they May 2 attracts more than 700 to
went,
Men's Gym.
To slither 'round the floor,
And as they started to do their May 3 . . . .
Bowling Green's annual northstuff,
west Ohio scholarship tests bring
A frosh came in the door.
more than 600 high school students to the campus.
! He strode up to the fountain.
And in voice loud and clear,
May 6 ... .
i He said, "I'm off the wagon, boys,
Roger Clifford and Ed Christian
I Tonight it's straight root beer.
are named president and vice
president, respectively, of the StuThe joint was all aflutter.
dent Council.
' For no one knew this chap.

for social purposes, so on this*
On* hundred coupUt attended
page you will find bits about the
end of the social whirl for anoth- DELHI fraternity spring formal
held Saturday evening at the Hoer year on B. G.'s campus.
tel Sacor in Toledo. Dinner was
St.nl.,
Hrs.rlb.rl and his served at 7:30, followed by a
Sylvian Serenade™ played for the short program. Carl Bourne, actICROSBY
JEWELRY
STORE second unnual senior farewell ing as toastmaster, introduced
I wishes to thank you for your dance given last Friday evening in faculty guests, Dean A. B. ConI patronage throughout your college the Men's Gym. The dance was klin, Dr. W. E. Stcidtmann, Prof.
I life, and only wishes to remind sponsored by the SEVEN SISTER C. E. Reebs and Prof. C. J. Pollyou that they will be at your «er- Sorority.
Approximately
160 ing; honorary member,???? ??
dance chairman, Kenneth Harger;
Ivice whenever called.
couples attended.
Alumni President. Jim Inman;
Decorations for the dance War*
President Dwight Tocdter and
, a large pot of gold centered in the
Our best wishes are extended to
, . am, iMuminate<l by president for next year, John Curtis.
Other officers for the coming
the Class of '41. and our thank,
^^ Rcfrcsn.
QW (.()|m.c(|
for their help in making the dances
^ Aut-mg inler. year were also introduced. Dancing till one to the music of Clay| and big affairs of the year a show. B,on
ton Thomas' orchestra followed
place of our new hairstyles. Stop
^
g jrit.|U(|cd Mr. ull(i
in and see us often during the y^ Frank , ,,rout MiBII ,..„.„. the program.
New Mexico Co-ed Hat
The Delhi picnic was held
coming years.
,jne NMaen and Miss Margaret
Real Tough Luck Story
Thursday evening at Meadowl urdj 80ro,ily
8ora aI,d Mr
lamrrvi,S BEAU
BFAUTY
SALON
' ''
»P"" /
"- brook park with 66 persons atMONTY
1 T MWM
Jcuje UnU housemother.
tending. Carl Bourne was genReady for a hard-luck story?
i Mary Lou Fox was general eral chairman in charge of ar-jit's about Lylene Garner, freshchairman In charge of the dance rangementa for the picnic.
|man at Eastern New Mexico col-'
New styles in headgear will help arrangements. Assisting her were
Installation of officers for nextjlege, Portales.
you make a good start in the life Mary Honor Crowley, Cleo Short,
that you are about to begin. THE Madeline Biehen and Ruth Cole- year was held ut the meeting lust | On the hrst day <n* school this
What was his name? Where was May 12 .
year she fell upstairs at Women's!
GEORGE M. WILSON
p
BON TON extends best wishes, and
night.
President Prout announces that
son.
he from?
hall and suffered minor bruises., /™'»'h'Tur Wn'sonTs
don't forget your hats.
Gertude Eppler of Michigan State
Then she developed a recalcitrant of Ohm Northern, Mr. W.lson is Or maybe his line was crap.
An
installation
service
for
new
will become head of the women's
Ed Horvath, o! Cleveland, wa.
appendix and had to have an op- being given the honorary degree
A coin flew on the counter.
physical education department.
Shortly afterward, in for "outstanding work among the
GENEVIEVE'S SHOP desires to elected president of the COM- officers was held at the PHRATRA eration.
An
elbow
quickly
bent,
students
of
Ohio
Northern
during
sorority
house
Tuesday
evening
at
May 14 ... .
what she calls a blue trance, she
wish you the best of luck in all of MONERS fraternity and will sucAnd
those
of
the
WCTU
6
o'clock.
The
following
officers
his
five
year
pastorate
there."
Announced by the President
sat down on a hot radiator, arising
the coming years, and to thank ceed Darl Gatchell. Horvath, who
Shuddered
at
this
gent.
will
serve
for
the
first
semester
Wilson
received
his
A.
B.
from
and approved by the Board of
therefrom with alacrity and some
you for the fine cooperation you will bo a senior in the College of
of next year: president, Hannah
Bowling
Green
in
1026.
In
1088
Business
Administration,
will
aspain.
have given us during the past four
The frosh strode to the dance floor, Trustees, the second colonial women's dorm, to be occupied by the
Next she was accidentally hit he was awarded the Master of With nary a sidewise glance,
years. Remember us when you sume his official duties in Septem- Blackburn; vice president, FloraArts
degree
in
sociology,
after
belle
Anderson;
secretary,
Janice
ber
as
will
the
other
new
officers.
Skol sorority, will be built in the
by
a
playful
girl-friend
and
sportplon your fall wurdrohe, won't
And
there
he
saw
Joe
Blow
and
Ervin Morrison was named vice Leiber; treasurer, Leotu Cashcn;
university grove.
a black eye. Now Lylene has a having studied with the late Dr.
his blonde
you?
sergeant-at-arms,
Mary
Crabill;
president, Charles Ritz secretary,
broken nose, acquired when she Clayton C. Kohl.
Doing their dizzy dance.
May 19 ... .
Faculty
members
who
have
James Place corresponding secre- and reporter, Evelyn Reese.
walked into a door that should
Governor John Bricker names
RAPPAPORT'S "For Everything tary, Don Lehman sergeant at
visited his church in Columbus re- But alas, the song was over.
After the installation service, huv«* been open and wasn't.
M. C. Kerschner to Bowling Green
you may need on your vacation or arms and Stanley Zclaski historian
port
that
this
active
and
loyal
picnic supper was held ut the
The juke box was quite still.
Small wonder that Lylene la a
Board of Trustees.
during the year to come. Best at the same meeting.
alumnus is doing an outstanding So the froah, he walks up to it,
city park. Twenty-seven members bit cynical these days.
May 19 ... .
wishes seniors, but come in and
piece
of
work
with
his
congregaAnd
drops
within
a
shill.
Rex Moorhead was presented and guests were present. The
But New Mexico, one of our
Board of publications names
look around before you go. We with a silver ring bearing the Com- committee in charge of arrange- favorite states, has other troubles tion.
editors
and business managers for
Again he heard the 'Chorus,"
thank you for your patronnge.
moner coat-of-arms, annual award ments included Lost* Cashen, these days, too. From the Musstudent publications for next
The frosh looked in a trance.
to the outstanding senior in the Mary De Witt and Mary Ann tang of New Mexico State Teach
He strode out on the dance floor, year. Richard Dunipcce, editor.
A graduation gift or greeting fraternity. Each year, by vote of Symomls. Faculty sponsors Miss era college, Silver City, comes this
Bee Gee News; Max Hanke, busiAwanting for to dance.
card from KLEVER'S JEWELRY the fraternity, one senior is Durrin and Mrs. Carpenter were plaintive report:
ness manager, Bee Gee News;
STORE will be welcomed by any named
Flagpoles are very short-lived
"outstanding" for the present.
With grim look in his eye,
|Francis Ruth, editor, Key; Bruce
graduate. Stop in some-time soon work he has done on the campus
on the campus of New Mexico
He approached the dizzy hat,
Esterly, business manager, Key.
and look at our fine display. We're and in the fraternity. Darl GatThe SKOL sorority held it. Anal (State. The average age is about
He gave the hi sign to our Joe,
wishing you clear sailing, seniors! chell, outgoing president, was meeting of the school year last 12 years.
Two were dethroned
And said, "Common, son, acat!" May 20 ... .
President Prout announces the
given the traditional charm gavel, Tuesday in the chapter room. The by playful bolts of lightning
The air was tense, and not a plans for two more new dormiTHE PICTURE FRAME * GIFT Iso bearing the fraternity's coat- new president, Florence Coover, third by an equally playful March
sound
tories for women.
One will be
SHOP heartily thanks you for your of-arms.
presided at the meeting. Fnllow- wind. The present pole will "come
Was heard above the swing.
! occupied by the Seven Sister sorTho annual Commoner picnic ing the business meeting an in- «' "If0" two years hence, and stupatronage, and extends it's wish
And then Joe slowly turned around,'ority and the other by the Three
for the best of luck during the ias held at Centennial Terrace formal social gathering honoring !*»*• .»« beginning to wonder if
and
Kay sorority.
years to come. Don't forget to jnd in spite of threatening weath- the graduating seniors was held, 'be wind can beat the lightening
Said, "Ah, yes, sure thing."
May 22 ... .
send a card or gift to your friends er, more than 66 couples enjoyed Each senior girl was presented to the draw.
We trust that in their spare
More than 100 students are
and relatives who may also be the outing.
refreshments were served.
The frosh then strode up to the
honored at annual Recognition
graduating this spring.
with a gift from the sorority and moments all flagpole fanciers will
blonde,
give their best attention to this
in
auditorium,
The BEE GEE NEWS and KEY
And wrapped his paws around her, Day assembly
newest problem of education.
Start your career with the right staffs held a combined picnic last
Dr. Julian F. Smith, translator
He started off so nice and smooth, seniors dedicate tree on library
lawn.
Eloise
Dyer
crowned
Queen
foot forward by getting your next Wednesday ut Otsego park with for Hooker Scietific library, CenIt really did astound her.
Verona L. Burkhard, student at
of May in amphitheater. "Twelfth
A tral college, is master of 13 forpair of shoes at the CUT PRICE ■bout 60 persons attending.
Night," starring Robert Sealock.
And then the tempo quickened,
SHOE STORE. Come in and look picnic supper was served at 6:30 eign languages, two of which, Ru- Columbia university, has been apKermit Echols, opens in auditorHe got into the groove,
at our two-tone and multi-colored and later in the evening dancing manian and Polish, he learned in pointed to paint murals for the
U. S. immigration station in Los
We couldn't see just what went on, ium. Senior men lampoon faculty
wedgies, dutch-boys, and sandlcs. and other informal diversions a month.
Angeles.
in second annual gridiron dinner.
So quickly did he move.
Congratulations seniors and forge were enjoyed. Faculty guests inMay 23 ... .
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Curshcad!
X-ray photographs of starving
Now friends. you've heard of
Donald E. Corzine of Milwaukee
CLAIRE
DE
LUNE
The Keys are out. President
rier, Mr. and Mrs. .1. M. Cadawall- insect larvae have given Univer- is the first sophomore to win th»
'gators,
Prout receives first 1941 Key from
CLASS OF 1941, it was a grand der and Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Cox. sity of California scientists a com- William Euston Louttit memorial FOR "JIVERS" REASONS Dorothy And maybe hep-cats too.
year, and I wish to add my thanks Max Hanke was general chairman plete record of the process of scholarship of $600 at Brown Uni- Claire, new singing star on Glenn But this here frosh sure knew editor Don Rager at teadance in
the Rec Hall. Outstanding perMiller's "Chesterfield Moonlight
for the large part wjiich you play- in charge of arrangements for the starvation.
versity.
his stuff,
sonalities are introduced.
ed to make it so. You've finished picnic.
Serenade,"tis riding Uie crest of , Ye gods, what he could do!
May 23 ... .
the first lap with flying colors,
Two juniors at Princeton are the popularity waves. •Miller's
Manhattan college is sponsoring
Clayton
Thomas
plays
for
Now the blonde in the dizzy hat—
The average student at Mill- a program of 14 lectures on prin- operating a student radio repair
and we're expecting even greater
grand band broadcasts 3 nights She wasn't from the sticks.
B. G.'s largest formal, the Univerthings from you. Just think of us saps college has 2V, dates a week, cipals of municipal planning.
service.
weekly over C.B.S. network.
She went through every whirl and sity Anniversary prom in the
sometimes, and we'll watch your according to a poll conductrd by
Men's Gym.
♦
turn,
smoke! ... So long, 'til next year. the Purple and White.
And matched him kick for kick. June 1 . . . .
^•VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVNAj
Hazen G. Werner speak." at bacThe wind did howl, the building calaurete in the auditorium.
rocked,
■June 2 . . . .
FOR RENT—Cottage in northAnd there for miles around,
Exam week begins .
em Michigan on beautiful lake
Were
signs
of
devastation
where
June 6 . . . .
site, for June and July. Inquire
Then Mod your luggage to )c old homeTheir
feet
had
hit
the
ground.
of Carolyn Shuw. Women's
Annual
commencement
exerstead by RAIIWAY IVXHHSS »nd tike your
Physical Education Building.
cise gives degrees to 185 graduirsiu with peace ol mind We call snd
And then the song was over,
ates.
deliver at •• ixlra <k*n< wi'hin out
And ull did quiet down,
regular vehicle limits in sll rMa and
And the dizzv hat went back to
principal towns. Service il ti«, economJoe.
ics!- snJ sure .s diootin! Just phone
Who waited with a frown.

- Wing Tip To Wing Tip Over Eagle's Nest -

|G0/WH0Mf?...I

Largest Selection of
Spring Coats and
Suits
Popular Prices

KESSEL'S
Best Wishes, Seniors!
Graduation Cards

IRAILWA^EXPRESSI
A NATION.WIOI lAll-AIH tllVICI

And suddenly the lights went out.
The air was filled with screams
Two figures darted toward each
other,
A sock, and then sweet dreams.

fc

Xvvxvvvxv^vvxvvvvvs.vvvv>i

And when we turned the lights
up,
Joe had the sweetest look,
As he lay flat on the dance hall
floor,
The victim of a hook.

Best Wishes to you on
'your graduation

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

Now the moral of this story
I'll tell to you hep-cats:
Don't keep away from dance halls.
Just avoid those dizzy hats.

SPEEDY
WINDOW SERVICE

By Jeaae Mittleman

and Gifts

The new edition of Who's Who'
lists 192 University of Minnesota!
faculty members.

Strawser
Jewelry Store

New York's Wellesley College j
club is celebrating its fiftieth an- j
niversary.

Bowling Green, Ohio

"LOVE CRAZY"
SAT.
June 7
HOPALONG CASSIDY in

"PIRATES ON
HORSEBACK"
Also
JANE WITHERS in

"HER FIRST BEAU"
SUN.-MON.
June 8-9
JOAN CRAWFORD
MELVYN DOUGLAS in

"A WOMAN'S FACE"
TUE.

June 10

Honor Guest Night
Large Cash Award
PRISCILLA LANE.
RONALD REGAN in

"MILLION DOLLAR
BABY"

SENIORS....

QUALITY DAIRY
PRODUCTS

MODEL
DAIRY

lllllli Hill - ISIS
WED.-THU.-FRI. June 4-5-6
MYRNA LOY. WM.
POWELL in

Remember the occasion with your—
PHOTOGRAPH

Ariel Walker
Studio

Two former Bowling Green students, Everett R. Francis and Verne* Kerns, war. among 330 Flying
Cadet, who were graduated May 31 from the Ba.ie Flying School at Randolph Field. Teane.
R. turn ing from a formation mission, Uncle Sam", embyo eagles, above, .weep over the West
Point • fib. Air" before settling to their aerie. Formation ''»'»«•""•" •» 0i«,,., '»'"•• LlUllTIIJ
worh, ero..-c..«try mu.io.s, and precision flying el. i.cl.ded in the 70 ...re Flying Cadet, spent in
sleek 450-hor..po-.r b.sic training plane, at the T.XM airdrome, tflmjlllllj *» b*... stag.. Cadet,
can look forward t. a bri.f ten week, of advanced training, after which they reclr. their wing, and a
* '
._
A am r*e*ta
Daiarsja
coaninioR
in ftls.es,
tha Air
Corp* R«.«rv«.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH GOOD OLD B. G. S. U. AFTER
YOU HAVE BEEN GRADUATED. FOR ONLY J2.00 YOU
CAN RECEIVE A COPY OF THE BEE GEE NEWS EVERY
WEEK DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR, MAILED ANYWHERE
IN THE UNITED STATES.
JUST DROP IN AT THE NEWS BUREAU OFFICE IN
THE TRAINING SCHOOL SOMETIME BEFORE COMMENCEMENT AND ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

•fX

